
From the October 
Revolution to the “House 

of Special Purpose”

October 1917-July 1918





The storming of the 
Winter Palace

The October Revolution: 
when the Bolsheviks seized 

power



3 April 1917

Lenin (Vladimir Ilych 
Ulyanov) welcomed back to 

Petrograd

12 years of exile in 
Switzerland

Had not expected the quick 
collapse of czarism



Lenin perceived as an 
extremist amongst European 

socialists

Violent temper, irritable

Reluctant to compromise

European socialists who 
supported the war effort 

since 1914: “cretins” & “pigs”



1903: Instigated the split of the Russian Social Democratic Workers Party

“Bolsheviks” (Majority) vs. “Mensheviks” (Minority)

Bolsheviks: professional militants devoted to the cause of the Revolution



How Lenin kept himself 
informed of the situation 

in Russia since 1914?

Not much!

Communicated via import-
export shell company in 

Copenhagen

Black market between 
Germany & Russia



Alexander Parvus

Russian socialist working for 
the German secret services



January 1917: growing 
threat of revolution in 

Petrograd

Deficient transportation 
system paralyzed by harsh 
winter = Food shortages

Strikes

Crushing military defeats 
to the Germans



Nicolas II unresponsive: decided to leave for Headquarters to escape the “poisonous air” of Petrograd



23 February/8 March 1917:  100 000 people demand bread

25 February/10 March: Army patrols stand by without charging the angry populace





Nicolas II pressured to abdicate (the Duma & the Army) 



Grand Duke Mikhail renounces the throne: the end of the Romanov rule over Russia



The February Revolution

The formation of two rival 
powers in Petrograd

1. A Provisional 
Government

2. The Petrograd Soviet 
(“council”)



What is a Soviet?

Soviet = “council of workers 
and soldiers”

Control over factories, 
arsenals, military units…



Going back to Russia as soon as possible

The only solution: travelling through neutral 
Sweden

The British and the French unlikely to help out

WHY?





Letters from afar

Revolutionaries must NOT support 
the Provisional Government AND 

the war

The future of the Revolution relies 
on the Soviets

“All power to the Soviets”

Dictatorship of the proletariat: no 
time for democracy



Negotiations with the Germans

German Consul in Bern

Why allowing Lenin and 32 of his supporters to 
return to Russia?

To undermine Russia’s war effort



Travelling through Germany?

A risky move

Russia’s new foreign affairs minister (Pavel 
Milyukov): anyone accepting assistance from 

the Germans to be arrested 

Lenin’s condition: extraterritorial status to be 
granted to the “sealed” train 



Keeping up appearances

Lenin and his companions to pay for their train 
tickets and food

The reality: the trip financed by the Germans

June 1917: Lenin accused of being a German 
agent





Enthusiastic welcome

A few Bolshevik activists

Thousands of workers, soldiers and sailors

Elected officials (Soviet of Petrograd)



Lenin perceived as an extremist

Lenin’s fear: to be arrested upon arrival

Spirit of democracy in Russia: allowing 
Lenin back

All the power to the Soviets

The land to the peasants

Down with the “imperialist war”

Nikolay Chkheidze: president of the 
Petrograd Soviet



The Kschessinska Mansion

The seat of the Central Committee 
of the Bolshevik Party

A very divided Bolshevik Party

The radicals: the Petrograd Soviet 
must seize power



To negotiate a fair peace with the 
Germans first

No socialist revolution in the short term 
(opportunistic collaboration with the 

Provisional Government)

In charge of the Bolshevik newspaper 
Pravda

Josef Stalin Lev Kamenev



Lenin isolated

8 April: Central Committee 
rejected Lenin’s approach

15 April: the Petrograd Soviet 
(Bolsheviks in the minority) called 

Lenin’s theses “dangerous & 
counter-revolutionary”



A “dual power” since 
February

A Bourgeois Provisional 
Government led by 

moderate monarchists

The Petrograd Soviet



Alexander Kerensky

A former lawyer

A member of the Petrograd Soviet

AND

Minister of Justice (Provisional 
Government)

To prepare the election of a 
constituent assembly (consulting the 
Russian people as to their preferred 

form of government)



April 1917

Provisional Government vs. Petrograd Soviet

War vs. Peace

Provisional Government: only a victory 
against Germany acceptable



June 1917: the First All-
Russian Congress of Soviets of 

Workers’ and Soldiers’ 
Deputies

350 Soviets across Russia

1 090 delegates

105 Bolsheviks (Leon Trotsky): a 
very active minority



Lenin: ending the war as 
quickly as possible

Kerensky (War Minister): calls for a 
renewed offensive against the 

Germans

Desertions

Street demonstrations against the 
war

(4 July: 10 000 sailors)



How to get rid of Lenin?

Lenin accused of being a 
German spy

Inquiry: Bolshevik 
publications funded by the 

Germans



The opening of the 
Soviet archives (1980s)

Russian historian Dmitri Volkogonov: 
German banks did fund the 

Bolsheviks in 1917!



July 1917: the initial success of the 
Kerensky Offensive

7 July: Government ordered Lenin’s 
arrest

Trotsky arrested

Lenin fled to Finland

Mutinies: the offensive stopped



A new commander-in-chief

Political ambitions

A military dictatorship to 
restore order & save Russia 

from anarchy

General Lavr Kornilov



A failed coup

Panic in Petrograd

What to do to stop Kornilov?

Kerensky to the Petrograd Soviet 
(including the Bolsheviks): please 

help!

Trotsky and Bolshevik leaders 
gained control of Petrograd Soviet



Lenin’s message

Seize power now!

Central Committee of Bolshevik 
Party: Lenin forbidden from 

returning

Lenin returned anyway (false 
identity)



Growing discontent

Down to war!

Tens of thousands of 
deserters roaming the roads 

of Russia

Extreme violence

The army about to collapse





The Bolshevik Party: 500 000 members in October 1917



10 October 1917

Central Committee: 
decision to proceed with 
a coup (10 vs.2) against 

the Provisional 
Government

WHEN?



Winter Palace: the seat of the Provisional Government

Kerensky: what to do?

Will the troops defend the palace? 
No reinforcement to be expected





Smolny Institute



20-24 October

Planning the storming of the 
Winter Palace

Enlisting the support of 
soldiers and sailors

The Red Guards (Bolshevik-
led workers’ militia)



Meanwhile at the Winter 
Palace…

No reinforcements to be 
expected

No telephone

Kerensky leaves Petrograd 
(never to return!) to bring 

reinforcements



Cruiser Aurora









What the Bolsheviks 
achieved…

The political allies 
marginalized & the 

opponents neutralized

The Bolshevik Party: the sole 
party in power



The crime of the Ipatiev 
House

Were Nicolas II and his family 
assassinated in Yekaterinburg?



March 1917

The abdication of Nicolas II

Provisional Government: 
what to do with the Imperial 

family?



Secret negotiations with British 
government

The most radicals within the 
Petrograd Soviet: Nicolas II to be 

incarcerated & executed

Pavel Milyukov



Kerensky

Nicolas II & his family to 
remain at the Alexander 

Palace as prisoners





June 1917: some bad 
news…

Exile in England no longer an 
option

George V: his cousin not 
welcome to England

Change of name to Windsor



April 1917: the return of Lenin

Growing political instability



July 1917: decision to transfer the 
Romanovs to Tobolsk (Siberia)

Governor’s residence

Relative freedom

The October Revolution: the 
Bolsheviks in power









The “House of Special Purpose”





A harsh captivity

A tense political situation

Peace of Brest-Litovsk with 
Germany 

(March 1918)

A civil war (the “Red Terror”)

“Reds vs. Whites”



What to do with Nicolas II?

Pro-monarchy factions eager to 
liberate the imperial family

The Bolsheviks: how to prevent 
a return of the monarchy?

A trial for Nicolas II?



Trotsky: a trial

Lenin: no time for a trial

The imperial family must be 
eliminated



The “Whites” closing in on 
Ekaterinburg

General Koltchak



A brutal change of the guards

Yakov Yurovsky: high ranking 
member of the Cheka (secret 

police)

17 July 1918 (2am): cable from 
Lenin authorizing the elimination of 

the imperial family





To erase all traces of the 
bodies

Bodies transported outside 
the city, incinerated and 

covered with acid



Eliminating as many members of 
the Romanov family as possible

Grand Duke Michael



What to say to the 
public?

Ambiguous press release

“Nicolas the crowned 
executioner” shot but his 
wife and son were “in a 

secure place”

Why lie about Alexandra and 
the children?

Only in 1919 did the 
Bolsheviks admitted to the 

murders

Yakov Sverdlov



Lenin gave the order

Trotsky: “who made the 
decision?”

Sverdlov: “We decided it 
here. Ilyich (Lenin) believed 
that we shouldn’t leave the 
Whites a live banner to rally 

around

(Trotsky’s diary)

Yakov Sverdlov



Why a murder without 
judgment?

Why did Lenin (a lawyer) refuse to 
consider a trial?

The example of the French 
Revolution: the trial of Louis XVI

A clear break from tradition: 
making the Bolshevik Revolution 

irreversible



25 July

Yekaterinburg taken by the Whites

What happened to Nicolas II and his 
family?

An inquiry

Conclusions: the imperial family 
was NOT “transferred” but 

murdered



British Secret Services

Same conclusions

George V able to inform 
his aunt Victoria 

(Alexandra’s sister) of the 
murders



Doubts

British Consul in Siberia: a 15 
page report

A mysterious train left 
Yekaterinburg the night of 

July 17?

Sir Charles Eliot



1918: raging civil war

Unstable military situation

The Bolsheviks: retaking Yekaterinburg, a priority



January 1919

A new (monarchist) judge

Contradictory information

No formal proof (bodies 
still missing)

July 1919: the Bolsheviks 
back in Yekaterinburg

Nicolas Sokolov





1924: Paris

A book: Inquiry about the 
assassination of the Russian 

imperial family

Solid proofs of the murders?

A telegram: “Inform Sverdlov the 
whole family have shared the same 

fate as the head. Officially the 
family will die at the evacuation.” Nicolas Sokolov



Pavel Medvedev (one of the 
guards at the Ipatiev House)

The murders: the official 
version?



1976

The initial report found: 
significant discrepancies

Conclusions: Nicolas 
Sokolov not so convinced 

the whole family was 
murdered?

Nicolas Sokolov



Rumors, usurpers & liars

A common occurrence in 
Russia

Fake “Dmitri” (late 16th

century)

Fake “Alexis”, Fake Grand 
Duchesses



The case of Anna 
Anderson

17 February 1920: a 
mysterious suicide attempt 

in Berlin

Grand-Duchess Anastasia 
saved miraculously from the 

Ipatiev House?



An impostor?

The Romanov “treasure”

Pierre Gilliard



Fame in the U.S.

Invited by Grand Duchess Xenia (Nicolas II’s first 
cousin)

1927: Anna Anderson identified as Franziska 
Schanzkowska (Polish worker)

October 1928: most surviving members of the 
imperial family refused to acknowledge Anna 

Anderson as Anastasia



1985

Renewed interest for the fate 
of the Romanovs



17 July 1998

The official funeral of Nicolas II 
and his family in St. Petersburg




